Situation: At the FAI General Conference in October 2017 in Lausanne, CASI made the decision to apply the international codex for continental regions and to adjust the definition for the Asian Continent to be ONE ASIA without any Asian sub-continental division. This decision will affect IPC records for this area immediately and/or even during the transition period until the SC General Section is effective, around January 1, 2018. Acting proactively, IPC will benefit from an Interim Bureau Decision to take care of this situation, with immediate effect.

1) With immediate effect: all record claims for the continent Asia, no matter if for Asia or a subdivision of Asia (as defined in the 2017 Sporting Code General Section) which have been claimed and are not ratified to date, will be ratified for the continental region ASIA only, as determined by the IPC Records Officer Randy Connell.

2) Claims for the same disciplines, but for different Asian sub-divisions will be considered according to 2017 SC GS. rules, whilst the best achievement of these claims will be carried into 2018 as the only Continental Asian record as determined by the IPC Records Officer Randy Connell.

3) From existing Parachuting Asian records, according to the subdivisions in SC GS 2017, the application of 2) will be applied. The best achievement will be carried over into 2018 as the only Continental Asian record, as determined by the IPC Records Officer who will be in charge to advise FAI which records are to be published as ASIA Continental records.

4) In order to ease the process for claiming records, all record-claim-documentation for any record achievement (G1 and G2) is to be sent in electronic format preferrably.

**IBD-07:** The IPC Bureau in consultation with the IPC Record Officer Randy Connell approves the proposed solution 1), 2), 3) and 4).

14th November 2017